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Abstract 

The minimization of automaton is important to reduce space and computational time. Reduction in number of states and 

transitions leads to equivalent automaton with less number of states and transitions. In this paper, state minimization of 

General Finite Fuzzy Automata (GFFA) is discussed. To obtain minimal equivalent GFFA we have removed redundant 

states and transitions using substitution property (SP) partition and quotient machine. The algorithm to find membership 

values of states of the GFFA is described and algorithm to associate states with quotient machine to obtain minimal 

machine with less number of states is discussed. 

 

Keywords- General fuzzy automata, Minimal automata, Quotient machine, Substitution property partition. 

 

 

 

1. Introduction 
Zadeh (1965) introduced fuzzy set theory. The fuzzy automata were formalized by Wee (1967). 

Fuzzy Finite State Automata is used in many areas such as pattern recognition, pattern 

classifications, approximate string matching, lexical analysis etc. (Wee and Fu, 1969). The idea of 

General Fuzzy Automata (GFA) was formalized by Doostfatemeh and Kremer (2005). They 

identified the insufficiency in existing literature of fuzzy automata for assigning membership values 

to states in case of simultaneous transitions. The two main issues were to assign membership value 

to state after each transition and to resolve multi-membership value of a state due to simultaneous 

or overlapping transitions. 

 

Researchers are continuously interested in the subject of state minimization. The minimization of 

states in automata reduces computational time of given automata. Several authors such as Ciric et 

al. (2010), Lee (2000), Li and Qiu (2015), Malik et al. (1999), Santos (1972), Stamenkovic et al. 

(2018), Topencharov and Peeva (1981) have given different methods of minimization to minimize 

number of states of fuzzy automata. Some of the existing proposed algorithms are summarized in 

Table 1. Malik et al. (1999) discussed the minimization of Fuzzy Finite Automata (FFA) to an 

equivalent automaton if states are equivalent and proved that if there exists another equivalent FFA 

then it is homomorphic to minimal FFA. The concept of partitioning of states by substitution 

property in fuzzy finite state automata using quotient machine was introduced in Basak and Gupta 

(2002). The minimized quotient machine was shown to be behaviourally equivalent to the given 

fuzzy finite state automata. 
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A lot of research was carried on General Fuzzy Automata, Intuitionistic Fuzzy Automata (Choubey 

and Ravi, 2013), Intuitionistic General Fuzzy Automata (Shamsizadeh and Zahedi, 2016), topology 

on General Fuzzy Automata (Horry and Zahedi, 2013), BL- General Fuzzy Automata (Abolpur and 

Zahedi, 2012; Shamsizadeh and Zahedi, 2019) and General Fuzzy Finite Switchboard Automata 

(Kavikumar et al., 2019). Shamsizadeh and Zahedi (2015) proposed Intuitionistic General Lattice 

valued Fuzzy Automata (IGLFA) and discussed minimal IGLFA by generalized Myhill-Nerode 

Theorem. Ignjatovic et al. (2018) discussed the equivalence of weighted finite automata with 

outputs in respect of different semantics. Recently Dubey et al. (2020) introduced Quntale valued 

fuzzy automata to study the existence of minimal Q-valued fuzzy automata. Balle and Rabusseau 

(2020) proposed approximate minimization of weighted tree automata by converting it into its 

canonical form. Ghorani and Moghari (2021) discussed the method for minimal lattice valued tree 

automata with the help of solution of system of fuzzy polynomial equations. 

 

 
Table 1. Summary of minimization algorithms for fuzzy finite automata. 

 

Author Algorithm Method 

Santos (1972) 
Reduction problem of maximin 

sequential like machine 
Constructing state-wise and composite-wise equivalence.  

Malik et al. (1999) 
Minimization of Fuzzy Finite Automata 
(FFA) 

Existence of equivalent FFA based on equivalent states 

and proved equivalent FFA is homomorphic to minimal 

FFA. 

Lee (2000) Minimization of FFA in canonical form.  

Conversion of the FFA to canonical FFA and minimal 

canonical fuzzy finite automata using equivalence 

relation. 

Basak and Gupta (2002) 
Compute induced partition of states for 
FFA. 

Partitioning of states by k-equivalence using substitution 
property (SP) partition. 

Cheng and Mo (2004) Minimization of Mealy type of FFA Using equivalence relations of states. 

Zhiwen and Xiaolei (2007) 
Minimization of Mizumoto Automata 

with fuzzy initial and fuzzy final states. 

Conversion of Mizumoto automata to equivalent 

canonical fuzzy automata by removing inaccessible 
states. 

Li and Pedrycz (2007) 
Minimization of lattice valued finite 

automata. 

Obtained minimal corresponding deterministic lattice 

finite automata by removing inaccessible states. 

Peeva and Zahariev (2008) 
Minimization for max-min fuzzy finite 
machine. 

Computing the behavior matrix to establish equivalence 
of states. 

Li and Qiu (2015) Minimization of FFA.  
Solvability of system of fuzzy polynomial equation and 

condition of equivalence between two FFA. 

Mendivil (2018) 
Minimization of Fuzzy Finite Automata 
using determinization method.  

Brzozowski’s minimization procedure for fuzzy finite 
automata. 

 

 

This paper proposes state minimization of the GFFA using the concept of substitution property 

(SP) partition (Bacon, 1964). Algorithms with pseudo code are examined to find membership value 

of initial state designator and to compute induced partition of states. The quotient GFFA with 

respect to the SP partition is obtained from induced partition. The quotient machine is behaviourally 

equivalent to the given GFFA with minimum number of states. 

 

Further sections are organized as follows: Section 2 describes the preliminaries. Section 3 proposes 

GFFA with initial and final state designator for minimization. Section 4 explains the procedure to 

find minimal GFFA (Figure 1) and demonstrate the results with the help of an example. Finally, 

Section 5 contains conclusion. 
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2. Preliminaries 
We can find basics of fuzzy set and automata theory in Basak and Gupta (2002), Mizumoto et al. 

(1969), Zadeh (1965). 

 

The operation of maximum and minimum will be denoted by   and ,  respectively. For any two 

positive numbers p  and ,q }.,min{},,max{ qpqpqpqp ==  

 

Fuzzy Matrix: For finite natural numbers m  and ,n  a matrix C  of order nm  denoted as 

][ ijcC = such that 10  ijc ; mi 1 ; ,1 nj   is called a fuzzy matrix (Basak and Gupta, 

2002; Tripathi and Kaur, 2019). 

 

Product of Fuzzy Matrices (Basak and Gupta, 2002): Let ][ ijcC =  be any nm  fuzzy matrix 

and ][ jkdD =  be any pn  fuzzy matrix. The product ][ ikpCD =  is pm  fuzzy matrix, 

where )( jkij
j

ik dcp =   for all ,1 mi  .1 pk   

 

Identical Row Max of Fuzzy Matrix (Basak and Gupta, 2002): Let ][ ijcC =  be any nm  

fuzzy matrix. The row max of each row is the highest value of the elements of the row and identical 

row max is ., ij
j
cic =  

 

Lemma 1 (Basak and Gupta, 2002): Let ][ ijcC =  be any nm  fuzzy matrix having identical 

row max c  and ][ jkdD =  be any pn  fuzzy matrix having identical row max ;d  then CD  has 

identical row max }.,min{.., dceidc  

 

We have explained the product of fuzzy matrices and Lemma 1 with the help of Example 1. 

 

Example 1: Consider two fuzzy matrices C and D  of order 33 ; 

,

7.08.04.0

8.05.07.0

4.06.08.0

















=C  

















=

6.07.04.0

5.06.07.0

5.03.07.0

D . 

 

identical row max for matrix C  is 8.0, = ij
j
ci , identical row max for matrix D  is 

7.0, = jk
k

dj . 

Product of fuzzy matrices C and D is, 

















=

6.07.07.0

6.07.07.0

5.06.07.0

CD . 

 

By, Lemma 1 identical row max for matrix CD  is 7.07.08.0)(, === jkij
jk

ik
k

dcpi . 
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Mizumoto et al. (1969) introduced fuzzy distribution in fuzzy automata and defined finite fuzzy 

automata. They proved that efficiency of fuzzy automata can be improved by defining initial state 

designator and assigning membership values to transition matrix. 

 

Let   be a finite non-empty set of alphabets and 
*  be the set of all finite strings including null 

string over . || x  denotes the length of string, where .*x  

 

Finite Fuzzy Automaton (FFA) (Basak and Gupta, 2002; Mizumoto et al., 1969; Zhiwen and 

Xiaolei, 2007): An FFA over an input alphabet   is defined to be an algebraic system 

( )FSA   },:{,, = M  where, },...,,{ 21 nsss=S  is set of n  states. 

},...,,{
21 nsss  =  is fuzzy row-vector of dimension n  where, nk

k
 1,10 s , called 

the initial state designator. Every state of fuzzy finite automata A  has membership value which 

is represented by components of fuzzy row-vector .  For each )),((,   ijmM =  is fuzzy 

transition matrix of order n  on input . The transition function is a fuzzy subset of SS   whose 

membership function has the value )(ijm  at ),,( ji ss  where SFS  ., ji ss  denotes set of 

final states. 
T

n ),...,,( 21  =F
 is fuzzy column-vector of dimension n , where 

i  has value 1 

if Fis  and 0 if ,FS −is  called the final state designator. 

 

Doostfatemeh and Kremer (2005) proposed General Fuzzy Automata (GFA). They addressed the 

issue of assigning membership value to the active states and states having simultaneous transitions. 

 

General Fuzzy Automaton (GFA) (Doostfatemeh and Kremer, 2005; Doostfatemeh and Kremer, 

2006; Shamsizadeh and Zahedi, 2016): A GFA is considered as ),,,
~

,,,,(
~

21 FFZSA R= , 

where, 

(i) },...,,{ 21 nsssS =  is a finite non-fuzzy set of states. 

(ii)   is a finite non-fuzzy set of input symbols. 

(iii) )(SPR  is set of fuzzy initial states, where )(SP  is fuzzy power set of .S  

(iv) },...,,{ 21 pbbbZ = is a finite non-fuzzy set of output symbols. 

(v) 
~

is the augmented transition function that assigns membership values to next state in the 

interval [0,1] using membership assignment function ),(1 F . 

(vi) ZS →:  is the output function. 

(vii) ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[:1 →F  is membership assignment function processed by augmented 

transition function 
~

 to assign membership values to the active states. ),(1 F  depends on 

membership value   of predecessor state and weight of transition   such that 

].1,0[: → SS  If there is a transition at time t  from state is  to state js  on input a  then its 

membership value is denoted as =)( j

t s  )).,,(),((),)),(,((
~ 1

1

1

jii

t

ji

t

i sassFsass  −− =  

(viii) ]1,0[]1,0[: *

2 →F  is multi-membership resolution function that determines the active states 

with simultaneous transitions and assigns a single membership value to them. 
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Generally, ),(1 F  can be taken as ),min(),,max(   or .2/)(  +  Similar to 
1F  many 

operations are applicable to .2F   denotes the set of all transitions of GFA. The states are called 

active states at time t  if there is at least one transition on input symbol. 0),( = iitQact
 is the 

fuzzy set of active states. Hence, R== )0(tQact
 is the active state set of fuzzy start states. 

== )( itQact
.1},),,(,),1(:))(,{( −== isasaitQssus act

it   

 

Doostfatemeh and Kremer (2005) proposed the multi membership resolution algorithm to find 

membership value of the state 
ms  if simultaneous transition occurs at time ,t  using combined 

operations of 
1F  and .2F  

 

Algorithm 1 (Doostfatemeh and Kremer, 2005): For a GFA ),,,
~

,,,,(
~

21 FFZSA R=  with 

simultaneous transitions the following algorithm assigns a single membership value to the active 

state 
ms  at time t . 

 

1. 1F  produces a membership value i  by processing transition weight ),,( mki sas and 

1;)(1 − tsi

t , i.e. )),,(),((),)),(,((
~ 1

1

1

mkii

t

mki

t

ii sassFsass  −− == . 

2. If the membership values i  obtained at time 1,1 − tt  are not equal, they are determined by 

.2F  

3. 2F  assigns final membership value to the active state ms  at time t  with n  overlapping 

transitions i.e.
n

ii

n

im

t FFs
1212 ][)(
==

==  ))].,,(),(([ 1

1 mkii

t sassF  −
 

 

3. General Finite Fuzzy Automata with Initial and Final State Designator 
In this section we have extended GFA with the concept of fuzzy finite automata defined by 

Mizumoto et al. (1969) and discussed minimization of General Finite Fuzzy Automata. 

 

General Finite Fuzzy Automata with Initial and Final State Designator (GFFA): A GFFA 

},,,},:)({,,
~

,,,{
~

21

FFFZR,SM  = aaA  is an eleven-tuple machine, where  

(i) },...,,{ n21 sss=S  is a finite non-fuzzy set of states.  

(ii)   is a finite non-fuzzy set of input symbols. 

(iii) P(S)R   denotes set of fuzzy initial states, where P(S)  is fuzzy power set of .S   

(iv) },...,,{ 21 pbbb=Z  is a finite non-fuzzy set of output symbols. 

(v) ]1,0[])1,0[(:
~ ),(1 


F

SS →  is an augmented transition function. 

(vi) ZS→:  is the output function. 

(vii) For each ))(()(, aaaAa ij=  is a fuzzy transition matrix of order n on input .a The 

transition function is a fuzzy subset of SS   whose membership function has the value 

),(),,( aaa ijji =ss  where ., Sji ss  
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(viii) ]1,0[]1,0[]1,0[:1 →F  is membership assignment function applied through 
~

 to assign 

membership values to the active states. 

(ix) ]1,0[]1,0[: *

2 →F  is multi-membership resolution function which determines active states 

with simultaneous transitions and assigns a final membership value to them. 

(x) },...,,{
21 nsss  = is a fuzzy row-vector of dimension n , where nk

k
 1,10 s , 

called the initial state designator. Every state of M
~

 has membership value which is represented 

by components of .  

(xi) 
T

n ),...,,( 21  =F
 is a fuzzy column-vector of dimension n , where F  is final states set 

such that 
i  has value 1 if Fs i

 and 0 if ,FSs −i
 called the final state designator. 

For any string ,*x  the transition matrix )(xA  is defined recursively as: 

 

1. nIA =)( , unit matrix and   is null string. 

2. ).()()(,,* aAxAxaAax =  

 

The behaviour of a GFFA M
~

 refers to a fuzzy subset of 
*  denoted as ,~

M
B  with membership 

function )()()(,
~

* xxAxx B

FF

M
 ==  where .)()( FF  xAx =  

 

Two GFFA's M
~

 and M
~

 are said to be behaviourally equivalent if they accept same string with 

same membership value i.e. ).()(
~~

xx BB MM 
=   

 

Partition: Consider a GFFA M
~

 with finite state set .S  A partition   is a set that contains all 

non-empty subsets of S  such that every state of S  is in exactly one of these subsets (Bacon, 1964). 

These non-empty subsets are called the blocks of the partition. 

 

Product of Partitions (Bacon, 1964): The product of two set partitions 1  and 2  is defined as 

the set partition whose parts are the non-empty intersections between each part of 1  and each part 

of 2 . 

 

Substitution Property (SP) (Bacon, 1964): A partition   on the state set S  in GFFA 

,,{
~

= SM ,R },,,},:)({,,
~

, 21

FFFZ  aaA  is said to have substitution property if for 

every a , every fuzzy sub-matrix obtained from transition matrix )(aA  by blocks of partition 

  has identical row max. A partition r  refines the set of final statesF , if each block of r  

belongs to either F  or .FS −  

 

Equivalent States: The states can be categorized based on their equivalence (Basak and Gupta, 

2002). Let },,,},:)({,,
~

,,,{
~

21

FFFZRSM  = aaA,  be a GFFA. Two states is  and 

js  of M
~

 are said to be equivalent, written as ,ji ss   iff for every string )(,* xx F  has the 
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same 
thi  and 

thj  entries. The partition induced by this equivalence relation will be denoted as ,F

called the induced partition for M
~

. 

 

k-Equivalent States (Basak and Gupta, 2002): 

Let },,,},:)({,,
~

,,,,{
~

21

FFFZRSM  = aaA  be a GFFA. A state is  is said to be k-

equivalent to a state js , where k is a non-negative integer iff for any string 
*x  such that 

)(;|| xkx F  has the same 
thi  and 

thj entries and the partition of state set S  induced by this k-

equivalence relation is denoted as .k  

 

Quotient General Finite Fuzzy Automata: Consider a General Finite Fuzzy automata 

},,,},:)({,,
~

,,,{
~

21

FFFZRSM  = aaA,  and   be a SP partition that refines final 

state set F . Then the quotient general finite fuzzy automata ,
~

,,,{
~

 = ZRS/M ,  ,

:)({ aA },,,}, 21

FFF  a  is a GFFA, where: },...,{ 21 mBBB=S  is the set of blocks of 

partition   such that ),(rankm =  i.e. number of non-zero rows in partition  . For every ,a  

)(aA  is an mm  fuzzy matrix obtained by replacing each of the submatrices into which )(aA  

is partitioned by the blocks of   with its constant row max.   is the fuzzy row m-vector obtained 

by replacing each of the sub-vectors into which   is partitioned by the blocks of   with its max. 

F   is the set of blocks of   partitioning F . For any )(,* xx F  has identical elements 

corresponding to each block of partition   and )(xF 
  is a fuzzy column vector obtained by 

replacing each of column sub-vectors with its constant element. 

 

Theorem 3.1: If for a given General Finite Fuzzy Automata 

},:)({,,
~

,,,{
~

= aaAZR,SM  ,1F ,2F }, F ,   is a partition satisfying substitution 

property on state set S,  then for any string 
*x  all the possible fuzzy sub-matrices of fuzzy 

transition matrix )(xA  partitioned by the blocks of partition   has identical row max. 

 

Proof. We prove result using induction for length of string .|| nx =  

Let )()( ijaaA =  be an nn  fuzzy transition matrix of M
~

 on input ,a    be a partition 

satisfying substitution property on state setS . 

 

Basis step: If ,0=n  then ,, *= x  the transition matrix 






=
=

ji

ji
A

;0

;1
)( . 

 

Clearly )(A is partitioned by the blocks of   has identical row max 1. 

 

If ,1=n  then x ,   is a partition satisfying substitution property on state set S  i.e. 

}{ FF,S −= , 
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=
=

]1,0[,;

;1
)(

ijij ji

ji
xA


. 

 

Clearly )(xA  is partitioned by the blocks of   has identical row max. 

 

Induction Hypothesis: Assume the result is true for string of length 
*

121 ,...;1|| =−= − xxxxxnx n  and 1n . 

 

The fuzzy transition matrix )()()...()()...()( 121121 ijnn bxAxAxAxxxAxA === −− ; 

njni  1,1  is partitioned by the blocks of   has identical row max. 

 

Induction Step: Now, we will prove theorem is true for string of length 
*,||; = xnxn  and 

.1n  

 

Let 121 ....; −== nxxxyyax  with ,;*  ay  such that 1||,1|| =−= any . 

 

))(()()()()( ijij abaAyAyaAxA === = )( ijc , njni  1,1  (using lemma 1) is partitioned 

by the blocks of   has identical row max. 

 

Hence the proof. 

 

Theorems for induced partition proved in Basak and Gupta (2002) can easily be proved for General 

Finite Fuzzy Automata. 

 

Theorem 3.2: For GFMA, },,,},:)({,,
~

,,,{
~

21

FFFZR,SM  = aaA . 

 

1.  Induced partition F  refines set F  of final states. 

2.  Induced partition F  satisfies substitution property. 

3.  Induced partition F  is the largest SP partition that refines F.  

 

Minimal Machine: If F  is the induced partition for GFFA M
~

, then the quotient general finite 

fuzzy automata FM /
~

 is called minimal machine of given GFFA M
~

, denoted by .
~

minM

Minimal Machine is equivalent to given GFFA denoted as .
~~

minMM   

 

4. Procedure 
In this section, we have given procedure to find membership values of the states of General Finite 

Fuzzy Automata. In Basak and Gupta (2002), the membership values of initial state designator 

were taken as fixed values, but it may not be same every time. To find membership values of initial 

state designator for General Finite Fuzzy Automata we have proposed Algorithm 4.1. 
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Algorithm 4.1: For a given General Finite Fuzzy Automata with n  states ,,{
~

= SM ,
~

,, ZR

,  },,,},:)({ 21

FFF aaA , algorithm to compute membership values of initial state 

designator   is given as: 

 

Step1: Consider all the elements of starting state set ),0( == tQactR  where 

)}1)(,{()0( 0 === =

k

t

kact tQ ss   such that .1 nk   

Step2: Assign .1=i  Find length of string .|| y  If |......||| 21 li yyyyy =  then .|| ly =  

Step3: Find all possible active states for input iy  at litt += 1;1  and compute 

))],,(),(([)( 12

1

jikk

t

j

t y ssss  FF=+
 where, js is active state at time 1+t  and ks  is active 

state at time .t  

Step4: Compute njyttQ jikj

t

jact =+= + 1)};,,(|))(,{()1( 1 ssss   and .jk   

Step5: Update membership values of states at time it =  in initial state designator 

.)(])[...( 1

21 j

t

l jyyy s+=   

Step6: If li =  end, else assign 1+= ii  and go to step 3. 

 

Algorithm 4.1 Pseudo Code 

Input: Set of all states S , set of final states F , set of fuzzy initial states R , number of total states 

n , alphabet  , transition matrices 𝐴(𝑎), ∀𝑎 ∈ ∑, augmented transition function 
~

, mapping 

function 1F , mapping function 2F , input string y . 

 

Output: )(y  

initialize 0t   

initialize )(  new Array of size n 

for 1m to n  do  

          if R  contains ms  then 

   1])[( m  

            else 

                       0])[( m  

            end if 

end for 

  

initialize activeStateSet t R  

set }),1)(,{()0( 0 R=== =

kk

t

kact tQ sss    

initialize || yl    

initialize 1i  

while true do 

       for each transition ),,( jik y ss  do 
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   if jk    then 

     activeStateSet 1+t )(. jadd s  

     end if 

end for 

for js in activeStateSet 1+t  do 

  initialize _1t+ intermediateSet setemptynew  

       for ks  in teSetactiveStat  do 

    _1t+ intermediateSet ( )( )),,(),(. 1 jikk

t yadd sss F  

  end for 

   _()( 1

2

1t ++ = t

j  Fs intermediateSet )  

   ))}(,{()1( 1

j

t

jact ttQ ss ++=   

  end for 

 

for 1j  to n  do 

)(])[...( 1

21 j

t

i jyyy s+  

end for 

 

if li =  then 

              return )(y  

\\end 

else 

   1+ ii  

   activeStateSet t
  activeStateSet 1+t  

   1+ tt  

       end if 

end while 

 

Basak and Gupta (2002) proposed an algorithm to compute induced partition for given fuzzy finite 

automata. We have extended the algorithm to compute induced partition for General Finite Fuzzy 

Automata with initial and final state designator. 

 

Algorithm 4.2: To compute the induced partition F  for a given General Finite Fuzzy Automata 

},,,},:)({,,
~

,,,{
~

21

FFFZR,SM  = aaA : 

 

Step1: Compute initial partition from final and non-final states, }{0 FF,S −=  where F  is 

set of final states and FS −  is set of non-final states. 

Step2: If ,0|| =x  for final state designator 
F  assign value 1 to final states and 0 to non-final 

states. Assign .1=l  
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Step3: If ;|| lx =  |....||| 21 lxxxx = , ,*x  compute )...()()...( 32121 ll xxxxAxxx FF  =  for 

all possible string of length l . 

Step4: Denote the partition x  of state set S  by dividing into blocks for which the entries of 

)...()( 321 lxxxxA F  are constant and compute partition 
 =

− ==
1 ||

211 ...;
x lx

lxl xxxx . 

Step5: Compute .11 −−= lll   

Step6: If ll  =−1  then stop, it is the final partition F  of state set S ; else replace l  by 1+l  

and go to step 3. 

 

Algorithm 4.2 Pseudo Code 

Input: Set of all states S , set of final states F , set of fuzzy initial states R , number of total states 

n , alphabet  , transition matrices 𝐴(𝑎), ∀𝑎 ∈ ∑, input string x . 

 

Output: Induced state partition F . 

initialize }{0 FF,S −=  

initialize )(F
 new Array of size n 

for 1i to n  do  

            if F  contains is  then 

   1])[( iF
 

            else 

                       0])[( iF
 

            end if 

end for 

1l  

while true do 

for all 
lx   do 

        )(xF ProductOfFuzzyMatrices ))...(),(( 321 lxxxxA F \\ see definition in section 

2. 

end for 

initialize etaHash   new hashmap 

for 1s to n do 

// length of each column is equal to number of possible x strings 

initialize columnMemberValueEmpty set of length 
l||  

initialize 0i  

for all 
lx  do 

  columnMemberValue ][)(][ sxi F  

  1+ ii  

   end for 
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   if etaHash does not contains columnMemberValue then 

   initialize etaHash[columnMemberValue] Empty set 

   etaHash[columnMemberValue].add({ s }) 

       else 

   etaHash[columnMemberValue].add({ s }) 

         end if 

end for 

−1l  etaHash.values() 

=l ProductOfPartitions ),( 11 −− ll  \\ see definition in Section 2 

if ll  −1 then  

1+ ll  

else  

l F  

      end  

end if 

end while 

 

4.1 Example 
Consider a General Finite Fuzzy Automata with initial and final state designator 

},,,},:)({,,
~

,,,,{
~

21

FFFZRSM  = aaA specified as: 

 

},,...,,{ 1021 sss=S },,{ ba= )1,{( 1s=R )},1,( 2s ,=Z :
~
 augmented transition function, :

no output function is considered, },,,,,{ 1098654 ssssss=F  with transition matrices: 

 







































=

107.008.000000

013.007.05.009.000

7.03.015.008.05.009.00

005.015.007.08.007.0

8.07.005.0108.006.09.0

05.08.00016.05.06.00

005.07.08.06.014.005.0

09.008.005.04.015.04.0

009.006.06.005.013.0

0007.09.005.04.03.01

)(aA , 
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=

13.009.09.04.06.006.00

3.018.008.005.07.003.0

08.017.007.04.04.000

4.007.017.03.05.05.08.06.0

4.05.006.014.06.08.07.08.0

4.006.03.04.018.07.03.07.0

6.05.04.05.06.08.016.006.0

07.04.05.08.07.06.018.05.0

6.0008.07.03.008.014.0

03.006.08.07.06.05.04.01

)(bA . 

 

),,()());(()( jiijij aaaaaaA ss== , ),,()());(()( jiijij bbbbbbA ss== . Consider 1F : 

minimum function i.e. ),min(),(1  =F , 2F : maximum function i.e. 

))(),...,(),(max()]([ 2121 ki

k

i ssss  == F , k denotes number of simultaneous transitions to 

the active state, input string .2bay =  

 

The active states and their membership values for initial state designator   can be calculated using 

Algorithm 4.1. Here, we are considering the input string bay 2=  and 3|| =y . The membership 

values of states at different time for bay 2=  is calculated: At time 0=t  active states are starting 

states, ))}.(,()),(,{()0( 2

0

21

0

1 ssss ==== tt

act tQ  (Table 2). 

 

Since ,)0( R==tQact  therefore .1)(,1)( 2

0

1

0 == == ss tt   

 

 0000000011)( = . 

 

time :1=t  At time 1=t  on input a  active states are based on transitions from state 1s  and .2s  

764321 ,,,, ssssss → and ,,,,, 865312 ssssss →  hence active states are },,,,,,,,{ 87654321 ssssssss  

therefore; 

 

3.0}3.0,1min{)},,(),({)( 122

0

11

1 === == ssss att  F  

3.0}3.0,1min{)},,(),({)( 211

0

12

1 === == ssss att  F  

)}],,(),({)},,,(),({[)( 322

0

1311

0

123

1 sssssss aa ttt  === = FFF  

= 𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 1,0.4},𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 1,0.5}] = 0.5 

5.0}5.0,1min{)},,(),({)( 411

0

14

1 === == ssss att  F  

6.0}6.0,1min{)},,(),({)( 522

0

15

1 === == ssss att  F  
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)}],,(),({)},,,(),({[)( 622

0

1611

0

126

1 sssssss aa ttt  === = FFF  

= 𝑚𝑎𝑥[𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 1,0.9},𝑚𝑖𝑛{ 1,0.6}] = 0.9 

7.0}7.0,1min{)},,(),({)( 711

0

17

1 === == ssss att  F  

9.0}9.0,1min{)},,(),({)( 822

0

18

1 === == ssss att  F  

 

Initial state designator at time 𝑡 = 1 is 

 009.07.09.06.05.05.03.03.0)( =a . 

 

Similarly, the membership values of states at time 2=t  for input a  and at time 3=t  for input b  

is calculated and given in Table 3 and Table 4 respectively: 

 

 

Table 2. Initial state designator   for   and string a . 
 

time 0 1 

input λ a 

Qact(t) s1 s2 s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 

Membership value 1 1 0.3 0.3 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.9 0.7 0.9 

 

 

 

Table 3. Initial state designator   for string 
2a . 

 

time 2 

input a2 

Qact(t) s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 

Membership value 0.9 0.9 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.5 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 

 

 

 

Table 4. Initial state designator   for string ba2
. 

 

time 3 

input a2b 

Qact(t) s1 s2 s3 s4 s5 s6 s7 s8 s9 s10 

Membership value 0.7 0.7 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.8 0.7 0.7 0.6 

 

 

 

 8.07.06.05.05.08.08.07.09.09.0)( 2 =a . 

 6.07.07.08.08.08.08.08.07.07.0)( 2 =ba . 

 

The final state designator is calculated using available tools in Python for calculation of fuzzy 

matrices. The induced partition for given GFFA is computed using algorithm 4.2. 
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]},,,,,[],,,,{[ 109865473210 ssssssssss= . 

 T1110111000=F . 

 

The final state designator for string of length 1, i.e., for .1|| =x  

 TaAa 1117.01119.09.09.0)()( == FF  . 

 TbAb 1117.01118.07.08.0)()( == FF  . 

]},,,,,[],[],[],,{[ 109865472310 ssssssssss= . 

]},,,,,[],[],[],,{[ 10986547231001 ssssssssss==  . 

 

The final state designator for all possible strings of length 2, i.e., .2|| =x  

 TaaAa 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( 2 == FF  . 

 TbaAab 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( == FF  . 

 TabAba 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( == FF  . 

 TbbAb 1117.01118.08.08.0)()()( 2 == FF  . 

]},,,,,[],[],,{[ 109865473211 ssssssss,ss= . 

110986547231112 ]},,,,,[],[],[],,{[  === ssssssssss = F . 

 

Since 12  =  it is the induced partition F  of state set S  satisfying all the conditions of theorem 

3.2. 

 

To verify we can partition state set S  for all possible strings of length 3, i.e. .3|| =x  

 TaaAa 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( 23 == FF  , 

 TbaaAaba 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( == FF  , 

 TaabAbaa 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( == FF  , 

 TbbAb 1118.01118.08.08.0)()()( 23 == FF  , 

 TabbAbab 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( == FF  , 

 TabaAaab 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( == FF  , 

 TbabAbba 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( == FF  , 
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 TbaAabb 1118.01119.09.09.0)()()( 2 == FF  . 

]},,,,,[],[],,{[ 109865473212 ssssssss,ss=  

 

F ==== 210986547231223 ]},,,,,[],[],[],,{[ ssssssssss . Thus, the induced partition F  

is the largest SP partition for M
~

 refining .F  By definition, the quotient machine will be the 

minimal machine for given GFFA. 

 

Construct Quotient machine ,
~

,,,{
~

 = Z,RS/M F , :)({ aA },,,}, 21

FFF  a

using induced partition, where  

},,,,{ 4321 BBBB=S  ],,,,,[],[],[],,[ 109865447322311 ssssssssss ==== BBBB . 

 

Since  6.07.07.08.08.08.08.08.07.07.0)( 2 =ba , )( 2ba  is obtained 

by each of the sub-vectors into which   is partitioned by the blocks of F  using row max. 

 8.08.07.08.0)( 2 = ba , }{ 4B=F i.e., set of blocks of F  partitioning F . 

 

 



















=

17.09.09.0

7.0108.0

9.0015.0

9.08.05.01

)(aA                                                    

 



















=

19.07.08.0

7.018.06.0

7.08.018.0

8.06.08.01

)(bA  

 

 



















=

18.09.09.0

8.017.08.0

9.07.019.0

9.08.09.01

)( 2aA                     



















==

19.09.09.0

8.018.08.0

9.09.019.0

9.09.09.01

)()()( 22 bAaAbaA  
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Figure 1. Minimal general finite fuzzy automata. 

 

 

The membership value of string ba2
 for given GFFA M

~
 is )()()( 222

~
bababaB

F

M
 =  

 6.07.07.08.08.08.08.08.07.07.0=   8.01118.01119.09.09.0 =
T

 

The membership value of language ba2
 for quotient machine FM /

~
 is 

)()()( 222
~

bababaB

F

M

=


    8.018.09.09.08.08.07.08.0 ==
T

 or 

membership value can also be calculated as; 
F

M

=


 )()()( 222

~
baAbabaB

    8.01000

19.09.09.0

8.018.08.0

9.09.019.0

9.09.09.01

8.08.07.08.0 =



















=
T

. 

 

Since )()( 22
~~

baba BB MM 
=  , GFFA M

~
 and quotient machine FM /

~
 are behaviourally 

equivalent. 
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Hence, minimal machine FMM /
~~

min  . 

 

5. Conclusion 
In this paper we have proposed General Finite Fuzzy Automata with initial and final state 

designator and proposed algorithm to find the membership value of states of initial state designator 

of the GFFA. The membership values calculated for initial state designator are more accurate as it 

depends on membership value of states and weight of transition. We have applied substitution 

property for partitioning the states of GFFA. Algorithm with its pseudo code is proposed to 

calculate induced partition for Quotient General Finite Fuzzy Automata and the minimal 

behaviourally equivalent GFFA is obtained. The method can be extended to minimize General 

Fuzzy Automata with outputs, Intuitionistic General Fuzzy Automata, Multiset Fuzzy Automata in 

the near future. A comparison of minimization can be done with existing methods in detail. The 

complexity of algorithm can be compared with other existing minimization algorithms proposed in 

the literature. 
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